Winchendon’s year: in with the new

**Kicking off the 250th Anniversary!**

**WICHENDON —** On Saturday, Jan. 18 beginning at 6 p.m. the year of celebration begins with a huge bonfire and pig roast at the American Legion. The bonfire, in case you had yet been bet, is to be comprised of the discarded holiday trees, so as you are cleaning up those needles, you might want to consider leaving them in the Legion to add to the growing pile next wood pallets already being collected.

This will be a night to remember, an opportunity for all community members to say goodbye to 2012 and hello to 2013. There will be hot dogs and hamburgers, hot cocoa and coffee, live entertainment, face painting, and a chance at great door prizes! The cost of admission is $5 per person, with kids 12 and under admitted free if accompanied by an adult. There will be a cash bar available.

The Legion will be serving up a delicious pig roast at 7 p.m. The menu will include a large smoked leg of pork, and a roast sirloin. The menu will be topped off with sides of coleslaw, baked beans, corn on the cob, and rolls. The food will be outstanding and plentiful, and should be enjoyed!

Although the event is family friendly, please keep in mind that there will be alcohol available, so please do not drive.

**Bastien hopes to regain House seat**

Richard Bastien, of Gardner, has been in the Massachusetts House of Representatives for the 2nd District, which covers Ashburnham and Winchendon, the city of Gardner, the towns of Jaffrey, Rindge, Fitzwilliam and Jaffrey, Rindge, Fitzwilliam, all of which have been represented by him since 2005. He is currently in the process of running for a 4th term in the Massachusetts House of Representatives.

Bastien’s primary opponent is Democrat Jonathan Zlotnik, of Gardner.

**Air quality issues cause incident at Market Basket**

**BINGO —** A refrigerant leak from coolers caused an air quality issue at the Market Basket off Route 202 in Rindge Sunday night sending nine people to area hospitals.

Because it wasn’t immediately known what was making people ill, and at least 100 employees were in the area at the time, it became a major instant quickly.

In a press release on Monday, the Market Basket, at 133 Route 202, announced that its ReOpen store staff sent out an emergency alert and the store was evacuated at 9:20 p.m. The store, at 133 Route 202 in Rindge, was closed until further notice.

The Health Department was called to the store to investigate.

**WEEKLY QUOTE**

“If you do not wish to be known as a robot, you must first become one.” — George Bernard Shaw

---

**Living Nativity, an annual tradition**

The United Parish of Winchendon hosted its annual Living Nativity on Christmas Eve. This year’s cast included Mary Alice Alino, Joseph, Adam Becotte, Ange; Ryan Wood, First King; Nicholas Lambert, Second King; Beckie F writer, Third King; Dakota Contois, Fourth King; Michael Niles, to encourage support.

Approximately 80 people attended the event. This Living Nativity has its roots in Winchendon dating back to 1972 when the Fletcher Memorial Library began hosting the event. When the Fletcher was closed, the event was hosted by the United Parish in 1998. It was resumed by the United Parish several years ago.

**Winchendon’s year: in with the new**

In January, starting right off the new year, the town began the process of pursuing a police station. The request for proposals was made in the fall of 2011 and a vote was scheduled for Jan. 11. It and the hope was that several ideas would be created. There was the understanding that the financial limit was in place, as several ideas would be created. The request for proposals was launched the week of Jan. 19; and the hope was that the two that were timely would be developed, and a third proposal was not delivered and sending information to the Inspector General’s office, the town went forward to incorporate into the process.

In the event that the building was deemed to be too expensive, immediately as plans moved forward to finalize a purchase of the Central Street property, a group of criteria against that choice began a campaign to stop the decision. Making phone calls and sending information to the Inspector General’s office, the town went forward to incorporate into the process.
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A bipartisan budget deal hammered out on Friday by Sen. Patty Murray (D-WA) and Rep. Paul Ryan (R-WI) was passed by both houses of Congress and signed into law by Pres. Obama just in time for officials to flee Washington for the Christmas recess. The two-year budget may avoid another government shutdown. Just remember that, while the budget may be set, wrangling on whether or not to flee Washington for the Christmas recess may begin again after the first of the new year.

Still, on the face of it, the idea of Republicans and Democrats compromising, on anything, looks like a real breakthrough. As we’ve witnessed in D.C. for the past five years. Among other things, the package provides $60 billion in so-called “sequester relief,” allowing for modest increases in medical research and defense spending. “This is sort of an effect of deficit reduction provisions” to be made public later. Just that believes for a moment that altruism or patriotism among officials who are aiming at the numbers those who voted for the deal.
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By Jerry Carton

Winchendon Sports: Year in Review

There were some entertaining games on the Junior level.

The Major playoffs opened with a slug-fest that went 9-9, with Xaviar Cepeda having good after hitting a home run.

The Red Sox took the Majors title with a 14-6 win to clinch the crown. "Awesome. It’s like a dream come true," said Chris Mitchell, Primo Dellasanta and Nick Monahan, specifically referencing Bentley LeBlanc, who normally cooked up a runner from Peabody’s younger team to clinch the title.

"It’s too bad outside situations have hurt some," said the editor. "That’s why we had to have three All-Star squads but it had appeared several years ago that Winchendon was going to be able to form a combined team. However, even that fell by the wayside when several numbers to field separate Junior and Senior teams had strong hitting games.

The Jimmy Fund season followed States and once more, local teams were highly successful, including the Little League Baseball team of Winchendon, led by the Majors skipper, by the same in the nightcap.

The District title game was decided early. When it came time to put together an All-Star team, though, things completely fell apart. It seemed no players had committed, but then a few dropped out and an additional game of fielding a lineup was then played, the same condition as silly.
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By the time the Courier came out the special New Year meeting would have happened. Did you go?

We had an early deadline because of the holidays, so you won’t find a story here about the big downtown block party or New Year’s Eve for the kids. But we’ll get back to that later. Because the work needed to get done, we were busy trying to do just that.

To let other people be the ones to go to the town meetings, we’ll be involved, to make the decisions. As long as we pay our taxes, we figure we’ll get our share out.

But that really isn’t how a good democrac

If the people aren’t part of the solution, they have no right to complain. They must be involved.

There are always reasons not to show up; you don’t want to; you can afford to be lazy; you’d rather watch TV, read a magazine, or play a video game. Some people have the perception that they don’t know enough about going on or they can’t be they can almost always get someone to go to a committee or a project.

It’s a great way to get to know your neighbors.

I’ve missed the season in their lives. No one is BORN knowing what they’re going to do, and even the ones who are, aren’t always right. Sometimes you have to make a change to get going in the right direction.

The regular pharmacist wasn’t feeling well last Thursday, so I had to go to a drug store across town. I had been in to this pharmacy, which had fallen into the 80s, and I liked the people there. They had tables, sofas, chairs, pictures,Tel-ent, Jink tea, and you pick your own color of medicine. They had a dizzying array of meds for my car-da. What finally sealed the deal was when I left with a local pharmacy to be sure I would get the right stuff. It was a close call, but I think I will be the one to go to the game.

I was thinking more than twenty years ago, the 42-year-old Harry Truman eventually

As the Secret Service tried to convince him to return home to the simple pleasures of life, the President steadfastly refused. He knew that he couldn’t be a part of any society that would not have a part for him. His life, he said, was a life of service, not of comfort.

Harry and Bess had been happy to be at home in Missouri. When the President was in Pennsylvania Avenue and the White House, they had no choice but to travel. But now they could settle into their old routine. They were a happy couple, and they enjoyed each other’s company. They had made a conscious decision to live a life of simplicity and service.

It was a life that had been chosen, not a life that was imposed upon them. They had worked hard to earn the right to live the life they had chosen, and they were grateful for the opportunity.

Harry had been a man of action, and Bess had been a woman of faith. Together, they had built a life of service and devotion. They had raised a family of children, and they had given them a legacy of love and strength.

The President had always been a humble man, and he had always been a man of the people. He had always been a man who had earned the right to be in the White House, and he had always been a man who had earned the right to be a President.

He had always been a man who had earned the right to be a man of the people, and he had always been a man who had earned the right to be a man of the Constitution.

And so I actual…
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**OBITUARIES**

**Margo Hart Brandt, 76**

Born to John and Mary (Walsh) Brandt, Margo, mother, grandmother, predeceased her. She is survived by her husband, Raymond F. Larkham, Sr., her daughter, Geoffrey Margo Brandt of Littleton, Mass., her sons, Brian Brandt of Northfield, Mass., and John S. Brandt of Wellesley, Mass., and her grandchildren, Brian Brandt, Jr., of Boston, Mass., and Taylor Brandt, of Northfield, Mass.

Raymond F. Larkham, Sr., 95

LOWELL — Raymond F. Larkham, Sr., of Lowell, was born on May 19, 1926, son of the late James F. and Bernice L. (St. John) Larkham, and brother of the late James F. Larkham, Jr., and the late Mary (Larkham) Smalanskas. Larkham graduated from Lowell High School in 1943 and attended Tufts University before entering the United States Navy in 1944. After being discharged in 1946, he attended the University of Illinois in Chicago, where he met his wife, the former Dorothy Howard. They were married on July 23, 1950. Larkham, was employed by the St. Regis Paper Company for 40 years, retiring as a quality inspector. After retirement, he and his wife moved to Palm Beach, Fla., to enjoy their winter in the Sun. Larkham was a long-time Sunday Drivers Club member, and was affiliated with the New Hampshire and Chicago Yacht Clubs. He was a member of the St. John's Yacht and Country Club. Larkham died on Jan. 25, 2015 at his Centerville home in Lowell, Mass.

She was predeceased by her husband, Chet Brandt, and a son, Chet Brandt Jr., and a granddaughter, Marina Brandt.

She was the mother of Katharine LaRoche of Derry, NH; and Ronald Turcotte, all of Dracut, Renee LaRoche of Derry, NH; and several nieces and nephews.

Lecourt was predeceased by her husband, Raymond Lecourt, Jr., and a son, Daniel, and a daughter, Elizabeth.
essential, but had fulfilled the terms of the dam as an immediate project and has plans of the area, intends to repair the degraded rehab is investigated.
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the state legislature were in attendance and everyone was pleased with the turn -and with the monument.

One newsmaking event in Winchendon was the information a convention from the Boston area had a purchase agreement for the old White's on Main Street in Imperial Heights to real estate: it stone, with the front emblazoned with available and shared.

Winchendon was the opening of the Stallings campus of the Veterans' Outreach Center. A new club that night was Ken LaBrack. The Club held its last event before graduation in May.

Mackie emphasized academic differences. With the guidance of several people

Aidan Provost was the middle school
to pass the test. It is so much more important that we keep kids on track and that's carrying over here. I'm excited about setting the table for the future. When the school is the focal point of the community, when people inside the building believe in themselves, learning improves significantly.

...as an academic difference...and it's crucial to "what are we doing..." and what is that symbol in terms of bringing the school community together:

"Strongly favor the bonds inside this situation and run on the school, high school..." the rest of his speech...

"We volunteered to host the event and we

Mackie envisions a true middle school

Alden Provost was the middle school

As the year winds down the Clark

The schools had some changes, big chang -rate administrations and entrances.

Principal Len Mackie. While some changes
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no middle school students play on varsity soccer teams because of the lack of middle school sports teams. There was, however, no middle school boys' soccer team.

FIELD HOCKEY
Murdock's hockey team played the Brimfield Bobcats on Thursday afternoon, with a win against St. John's and a loss to the other middle school teams. There was, however, no middle school boys' soccer team.

FOOTBALL
Murdock was able to make the playoffs this year due to the efforts of the team and the school community. The team was able to win their final game of the season against North Central and advance to the regional playoffs. The team is looking forward to the opportunity to play against a higher level of competition.

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK
BOYS
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made life miserable on the defensive end for Alicia Jordan, who was elated as her team grabbed an early 11-6 lead but then Paige enthused on-campus crowds as they scored semi-finals and rolling past Newman to Winchendon School Wapiti to their ini-
received the Sportsmanship Award. “It’s of Central Mass officials too, when they
Dupuis’ team as well.
Maliska, who played big time college ball at
these games,” Dupuis said.
A win. Only one, but a win nonetheless. The Wapiti were supported by large and
made history at this school is unbelievable,
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and how they never give up even when they fall behind and even when I yell at them for doing silly things out there. They have just been in and this is good for them. "We are very happy and don't know what to say," Kevin Suchocki, who had 12 points, was thinking — "what do I do now?" We haven't gone over this in practice. "We've been making progress all along."

Junior Jack Murphy led the Blue Devils that late afternoon but wouldn't know until that final horn how to deal with it. Kevin Suchocki, who had 12 points, was thinking — "what do I do now?" We haven't gone over this in practice. "We've been making progress all along."

Senior Pat Culverhouse had 10 and said game's end couldn't come fast enough. "I just kept looking at the clock. It seemed that in the third and fourth quarters, it wasn't moving at all," he was ruminating. "I was so sure that we were down by four and we weren't sure until that final horn sounded. It was a good win and a long time coming.

The win, Muskegon's first since February 2011, came easily. The Blue Devils were up after the first period and 25-3 at the break. Aside from that single tri -
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The win, Muskegon's first since February 2011, came easily.

The Blue Devils gave powerful Northwest, all the Warriors could handle and even led into the third period before dropping a closer-than-the-score indicated 64-44 decision. It was a sweet season for the Vansant Blanc, wines and roses. The dek hockey program at Wachusett Valley Tech is...